Product showcase

Blackalicious
Greenlam Industries bring forth a trending black in their AFX laminate
collection. Going with the storm, the industry has seen a flaring trend
with the black interior décor

Black X
The Black X shade from AFX laminates collection by Greenlam
Laminates from the house of Greenlam Industries Ltd. gives the
interiors a look of elegance. When visualising a bathroom, Black X
laminate provides a sense of sophistication and class to the space.
As AFX high pressure laminates are anti-fingerprint and easy to
maintain, it makes a bathroom look classy and distinct to the eye.
Embrace the look of mystical shade of Black X and watch it come
alive with dark temptations.
Price: 6,500 per sheet (approx.)

Black Marmor
Black Marmor from the HPL category by Greenlam Laminates
adds an edgy look to a home. This stone pattern laminate adds
a very subtle contrast to the interiors which is very detailed and
refined. Black is a very interesting choice of colour when it comes
to sprucing up an interior space. Perfect for both commercial
and domestic settings, the Black Marmor is sure to add some
personality to a room.
Price: 1,500 per sheet (approx.)

Black, Edgy Ash
Edgy Ash from Solid Texture collection by Greenlam
Laminates helps to break the monotony of an all-white
interior. Having dark colours incorporated in a home gives
it a very rich look while maintaining the quintessential
vibe throughout. Edgy Ash looks exquisite while adding a
much-needed sense of calm and relaxed vibe to a room.
Price: 1,500 per sheet (approx.)

Parul Mittal, Director, Greenlam Industries Ltd.
Parul Mittal is a commerce graduate and possesses expert
knowledge in the area of brand management. She was associated
with Greenply Industries Limited for more than 5 years and
engaged in various important functions of Greenply viz. to
promote brand building at national and international level, to

develop and execute marketing strategy, to build and maintain
relationship with research organisations, advertising agencies and
product promotional houses. Her experience and guidance in the
area of brand management is expected to continue to enhance our
Company‘s image in the market significantly.
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